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A #1 New York Times BestsellerDiary of a Wimpy Kid SeriesGreg Heffley's on a
losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new
friends in middle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes,
Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn his decisions over to chance. Will a
roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just another
hard-luck story?
Memory has long been a subject of fascination for poets, artists, philosophers
and historians. This timely volume, edited by Siobhan Kattago, examines how
past events are remembered, contested, forgotten, learned from and shared with
others. Each author in The Ashgate Research Companion to Memory Studies
has been asked to reflect on his or her research companions as a scholar, who
studies memory. The original studies presented in the volume are written by
leading experts, who emphasize both the continuity of heritage and tradition, as
well as the memory of hostilities, traumas and painful events. Comprised of four
thematic sections, The Ashgate Research Companion to Memory Studies
provides a comprehensive overview of the latest research within the discipline.
The principal themes include: ¢ Memory, History and Time ¢ Social,
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Psychological and Cultural Frameworks of Memory ¢ Acts and Places of Memory
¢ Politics of Memory, Forgetting and Democracy Featuring contributions from key
thinkers in the field, this comprehensive volume will be a valuable resource for all
academics and students working within this area of study.
In the tradition of Jane Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great American Cities
comes an urgent plea from internationally renowned art historian Salvatore Settis
to preserve Venice’s future. What is Venice worth? To whom does this urban
treasure belong? Venetians are increasingly abandoning their hometown —
there’s now only one resident for every 140 visitors — and Venice’s fragile fate
has become emblematic of the future of historic cities everywhere as it
capitulates to tourists and those who profit from them. In If Venice Dies, a fiery
blend of history and cultural analysis, internationally renowned art historian
Savatore Settis argues that “hit-and-run” visitors are turning landmark urban
settings into shopping malls and theme parks. He warns that Western
civilization’s prime achievements face impending ruin from mass tourism and
global cultural homogenization. This is a passionate plea to secure Venice’s
future, written with consummate authority, wide-ranging erudition, and élan.
Modern Rome is a city rife with contradictions. Once the seat of ancient glory, it is
now often the object of national contempt. It plays a significant part on the world
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stage, but the concerns of its residents are often deeply parochial. And while they
live in the seat of a world religion, Romans can be vehemently anticlerical. These
tensions between the past and the present, the global and the local, make Rome
fertile ground to study urban social life, the construction of the past, the role of
religion in daily life, and how a capital city relates to the rest of the nation.
Michael Herzfeld focuses on Rome’s historic Monti district and the wrenching
dislocation caused by rapid economical, political, and social change. Evicted from
Eternity tells the story of the gentrification of Monti—once the architecturally
stunning home of a community of artisans and shopkeepers now displaced by an
invasion of rapacious real estate speculators, corrupt officials, dithering
politicians, deceptive clerics, and shady thugs. As Herzfeld picks apart the messy
story of Monti’s transformation, he ranges widely over many aspects of life there
and in the rest of the city, richly depicting the uniquely local landscape of
globalization in Rome.
Introducing Montessori-inspired early childhood activity books! This book--with
eight pages of stickers--does more than simply stimulate learning through play: it
enhances the cognitive development of the child. The activities become
progressively more complex according to the three stages of a child's learning:
getting to know the material through sensory experience, recognizing the
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material, and being able to explain the material. Squares and circles, triangles
and rectangles: the world is full of shapes and this entertaining book teaches
preschoolers to recognize each one.
In this new collection of essays on memory and amnesia in the postmodern
world, cultural critic Andreas Huyssen considers how nationalism, literature, art,
politics, and the media are obsessed with the past. The great paradox of our finde-siecle culture is that novelty is even more associated with memory than with
future expectation. Drawing heavily on the dilemmas of contemporary Germany,
Huyssen's discussion of cultural memory illustrates the nature of contemporary
nationalism, the work of such artists and thinkers as Anselm Kiefer, Alexander
Kluge, and Jean Baudrillard, and many others. The book includes illustrations
from contemporary Germany.
Before there was real estate tycoon cum President-Elect Donald J. Trump, there
was Silvio Berlusconi, the billionaire media mogul turned prime minster who
dominated Italian life for the past twenty years. In a candid, warts-and-all portrait
of the leader who played hard in office and in private life. From the bunga-bunga
parties to his most secret moments with world leaders, this biography is rich in
anecdotes and revelations involving Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, George W.
Bush, Vladimir Putin, Mikhail Gorbachev, Tony Blair, Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela
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Merkel , and many others. Berlusconi's incredible rise to power started from
nothing. A self-created man, he was a cruise ship crooner as a young man,
became a real estate tycoon in the '70s, started the first commercial television
network in history, and turned AC Milan into a world-class soccer club. And that
was all before he survived the squalid swampland of Italian politics to become
prime minister who has not only served the longest in Italian history, but also has
generated the most controversy of arguably any world leader today.
The completely revised and only authorized Labs and Study Guide for the Cisco
Networking Academy Program CCNA 2 Exploration curriculum.
Warren Buffet, propietario del fondo de inversión Hathaway Berkshire admitió
claramente: «Estamos en una guerra de clases, pero es mi clase, la clase rica, la que
está haciendo la guerra y la estamos ganando». Los grupos financieros salvados
durante la Gran Recesión por los Estados mediante billones de dólares y centenares
de millones de euros se han duplicado, en términos de activos, respecto a la cifra
anterior a 2008. Los primeros veinte grupos del mundo poseen cada uno un balance
entre 1 y 2 billones de euros; cifras que equivalen, más o menos, al 70 % del PIB
italiano. En Italia, los gobiernos de Berlusconi, Monti, Letta y Renzi serán recordados
como aquellos que han demostrado la mayor incapacidad y torpeza en gestionar la
economía durante la Gran Recesión. De 2009 a la actualidad, el PIB ha bajado 10
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puntos, el equivalente a 80.000 millones de euros de merma del crecimiento
económico. En octubre de 2017, un artículo de El País contaba como en España casi
trece millones de personas se encuentran en riesgo de pobreza o de exclusión social.
Las grandes empresas y corporaciones pagaron de media, en 2015, un 7,3 % de
impuestos de sociedades, la mitad de lo que pagaron los trabajadores por IRPF (14,9
%). En Grecia, los daños inferidos a la población por las medidas de austeridad
impuestas por la troika han sido terribles. Actualmente, el número de niños en riesgo
de pobreza supera el 40 % y los suicidios se han incrementado en un 45 % respecto a
2008. En el último año y medio parece haber un cambio de paradigma en países como
Italia, España y Portugal. La ciudadanía ha rechazado los recortes salvajes a la
educación, a la seguridad y a la sanidad y ha defendido enérgicamente el sistema
público universal del Estado del bienestar. Este libro quiere alertar del peligro del
dominio oligárquico del 1 %, por el 1 % y, para el 1 % para que, como auguró el
presidente Lincoln, el gobierno del pueblo, por el pueblo y para el pueblo no
desaparezca de la tierra.
“La pandemia ha generato un filone narrativo e saggistico tutto suo. Ne so qualcosa.
Ha cambiato radicalmente la comunicazione, il giornalismo, i talkshow. È stata una
rivoluzione inattesa e devastante, che non ci renderà migliori ma che certo esacerberà
ancor più i distinguo: chi era stronzo prima lo sarà ancora di più, e viceversa. Matteo
Corfiati si muove come uno Zvone Boban sornione e sardonico, che non nasconde mai
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l’empatia e si diverte di continuo nel cambio di passo. Nell’assist. Nell’invenzione mai
fine a se stessa e sempre protesa a valorizzare il collettivo (cioè il condominio). Questo
libro vi piacerà. Ne sono certo: Matteo Corfiati, anche se a volte se ne dimentica, è fatto
così” (dalla prefazione di Andrea Scanzi).
At first glance, there may appear to be more to separate Michelangelo (1475-1564) and
Bill Viola (b. 1951) than to unite them: one, the great master of the Italian Renaissance;
the other, the creator of state-of-the-art immersive sound and video installations. And
yet, when Martin Clayton showed Viola Her Majesty The Queen's unsurpassed
collection of Michelangelo drawings at Windsor in 2006, the two men began to discover
parallels. This book presents a new perspective on both artists' works. Stills and
sequences from twelve key video pieces by Viola are reproduced alongside seventeen
of Michelangelo's presentation drawings, as well as the Taddei Tondo, the only
Michelangelo marble sculpture in the UK and a treasure of the Royal Academy's
collection. Texts by Martin Clayton examine how existential concerns - the
preoccupation of many Renaissance artists, not least Michelangelo - are explored in
Viola's often profoundly moving video installations, while Kira Perov provides insight
into Viola's working processes. AUTHORS: Martin Clayton is Head of Prints and
Drawings at Royal Collection Trust. Kira Perov is Bill Viola's partner and executive
director of Bill Viola Studio. She manages, creatively guides and assists with the
production of all his videotapes and installations, and curates exhibitions of his works
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worldwide. SELLING POINTS: * A selection of key works by the American video artist
Bill Viola are presented alongside Michelangelo's drawings - revealing surprising
parallels * Accompanies an exhibition presenting both artists' works at the Royal
Academy of Arts, London, from 26 January to 31 March 2019 140 colour images
El Guadiana neoliberal: del New Deal a la Gran RecesiónEd. Universidad de Cantabria
An informative account of the life and career of Ingrid Bergman, who has appeared in
49 feature films and nine plays over a period of five decades. The book tells of her
controversial affairs and how her relationship with the Italian director Roberto Rossellini
scandalized America.
This elegant and nuanced literary gem explores the intricacies of friendship, secrets,
and two marriages, for fans of The Dinner and Dept. of Speculation. "Often I am happy
and yet I want to cry; / For no heart fully shares my joy." -B.S. Ingemann Ellinor is
seventy. Her husband Georg has just passed away, and she is struck with the need to
confide in someone. She addresses Anna, her long-dead best friend, who was also
Georg's first wife. Fully aware of the absurdity of speaking to someone who cannot hear
her, Ellinor nevertheless finds it meaningful to divulge long-held secrets and burdens of
her past: her mother's heartbreaking pride; Ellinor's courtship with her first husband;
their seemingly charmed friendship with Anna and Georg; the disastrous ski trip that
shattered the two couples' lives. Wry and mellow yet infused with subdued emotion, this
philosophical, lyrical novel moves in parallel narrative threads while questioning the
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assumptions we cherish concerning identity and love.
Focusing on the recent Italian "videocracy," this book documents the emergence of the
first Italian media mogul, Silvio Berlusconi, and his rise to and recent fall from political
power. It also explores Italian media activism through three case studies: a discussion
of the first autonomous free radio station, Radio Alice (which broadcasted in Bologna
between 1977 and 1979); a review of Italian Internet activism focusing on a political
site, Rekombinant.org(created in 2000); and finally a chronicle of the emergence in
2002 of OrfeoTV, the first Italian example of an illegal micro-TV station.
The long-time owner of the Pittsburgh Steelers describes growing up on Pittsburgh's
North Side, his father and mentor Art Rooney, the development of the Steelers into a
football powerhouse, and relationships with family, players, coaches, the media, and
fans.

Linux has grown in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by home users
and others who laud this nearly un-crashable, free operating system. But setting
up a Linux OS can be tricky and time consuming. And managing a Linux system
can be even more difficult if you don't have the right knowledge. Degunking Linux
expertly shows readers how to save time (and money) by performing a number of
important degunking tasks. With Degunking Linux's easy 12-step program, users
will learn what Linux gunk is, how to keep their Linux desktop clean and
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organized, how to better manage personal and system-related files, how to make
applications ran their best, how to get gunky and incompatible drivers and
hardware to run smoothly, how to protect their precious data from dangerous
viruses and hackers, how to clean up and improve Linux's security features, and
much more. Linux users will learn the causes of sluggish performance and how
to apply smart solutions to improve overall system performance.
A crisp and trenchant dissection of populism today The word 'populism' has come
to cover all manner of sins. Yet despite the prevalence of its use, it is often
difficult to understand what connects its various supposed expressions. From
Syriza to Trump and from Podemos to Brexit, the electoral earthquakes of recent
years have often been grouped under this term. But what actually defines
'populism'? Is it an ideology, a form of organisation, or a mentality? Marco Revelli
seeks to answer this question by getting to grips with the historical dynamics of
so-called 'populist' movements. While in the early days of democracy, populism
sought to represent classes and social layers who asserted their political role for
the first time, in today's post-democratic climate, it instead expresses the
grievances of those who had until recently felt that they were included. Having
lost their power, the disinherited embrace not a political alternative to -isms like
liberalism or socialism, but a populist mood of discontent. The new populism is
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the 'formless form' that protest and grievance assume in the era of
financialisation, in the era where the atomised masses lack voice or organisation.
For Revelli, this new populism the child of an age in which the Left has been
hollowed out and lost its capacity to offer an alternative.
In 150 years Italy transformed itself from a poor and backward country into one
where living standards are among the highest in the world. In Measuring
Wellbeing, Giovanni Vecchi provides an innovative analysis of this change by
drawing on family accounts that provide engaging insights into life and are the
"micro" data that create the foundations for the "macro" picture of variations and
fluctuations in the development of Italy. Vecchi provides a nuanced account of
the changes. He emphasizes that the concept of wellbeing is multidimensional
and must include non-monetary aspects of life: nutrition, health and education, as
well as less tangible elements such as freedom or the possibility to exercise
one's political rights. The book deals with this polyhedral nature of wellbeing.
Among the insights are that Italians succeeded in combining growth with equity,
but that the gap between the North and South did not narrow; the while longevity
has increased, education has not improved as much as it could have; and that for
close to three decades, Italy's virtuous path has come to a halt: the wellbeing of
the Italian people is at the crossroads between progress and decline. Measuring
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Wellbeing engagingly combines a unique dataset and an innovative statistical
method that can be adapted to other countries.
Tells the story of the evolution of the Dahlgren Laboratory from a proof and test
facility into a modern research and development center crucial to the
technological evolution of the United States Navy.
The hilarious, award-winning and global bestseller Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin
Fever is now in book and CD - perfect for long journeys and holidays! The sixth
instalment in the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series - fantastic for readers of 8+ and
also reluctant readers. You can also discover Greg on the big screen in any one
of the three Wimpy Kid Movie box office smashes.Greg Heffley is in big trouble.
School property has been damaged and Greg is the prime suspect. But the crazy
thing is, he's innocent! Or at least sort of.The authorities are closing in, but then a
surprise blizzard hits and the Heffley family is trapped indoors. Greg knows that
when the snow melts he is going to have to face the music but could any
punishment be worse than being stuck inside with your family?Praise for Jeff
Kinney:'The world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' Sun'Kinney is right up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's
authors on the planet' - Independent'The most hotly anticipated children's book of
the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Big Issue'Hilarious' - TelegraphAs well
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as being the international bestselling author of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Jeff Kinney
is also an online developer and designer. He is the creator of the children's virtual
world, Poptropica. Jeff has been named one of TIME magazine's most influential
people in the world. His original Diary of a Wimpy Kid was voted 'Best Children's
Book of the Last 10 Years' by UK readers. Jeff lives with his family in
Massachusetts, USA.
Essays by Nancy Princenthal and Mary Jane Jacob.
Cross the Streets is a multimedia exhibition that celebrates 40 years of the
evolution of street art in Rome. No other city has such an untouched history and
so it is fitting that Rome begins its cultural regeneration from its streets and its
past. Creative inspiration has always been driven by instinct and these fleeting
moments are preserved as etchings on everything from caves to catacombs,
from Pasquino to propaganda murals. Rome remains one of the most important
cities driving this movement and therefore it is right to celebrate it at the Museum
of Contemporary Art of Rome (MACRO).
We are consuming more than our earth can provide. In Australia, cities and
towns struggle to maintain a reliable water supply, climate change triggers
droughts which devastate farmland, and fish stocks are running low. It is
increasingly clear that we are heading towards collapse if we don't change
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direction. Aboriginal people taught themselves thousands of years ago how to
live sustainably in Australia's fragile landscape. A Scandinavian knowledge
management professor meets an Aboriginal cultural custodian and dares to ask
the simple but vital question: what can we learn from the traditional Aboriginal
lifestyle to create a sustainable society in modern Australia? Karl-Erik Sveiby and
Tex Skuthorpe show how traditional Aboriginal stories and paintings were used to
convey knowledge from one generation to the next, about the environment, law
and relationships. They reveal the hidden art of four-level storytelling, and
discuss how the stories, and the way they were used, formed the basis for a
sustainable society. They also explain ecological farming methods, and how the
Aboriginal style of leadership created resilient societies. Treading Lightly takes us
on a unique journey into traditional Aboriginal life and culture, and offers a
powerful and original model for building sustainable organisations, communities
and ecologies. It is a compelling message for today's world.
www.treadinglightly.sveiby.com
Why are cities centers of power? A sociological analysis of urban politics In this
brilliant, very original survey of the politics and meanings of urban landscapes,
leading sociologist Göran Therborn offers a tour of the world’s major capital
cities, showing how they have been shaped by national, popular, and global
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forces. Their stories begin with the emergence of various kinds of nation-state,
each with its own special capital city problematic. In turn, radical shifts of power
have impacted on these cities’ development, in popular urban reforms or
movements of protest and resistance; in the rise and fall of fascism and military
dictatorships; and the coming and going of Communism. Therborn also analyzes
global moments of urban formation, of historical globalized nationalism, as well
as the cities of current global image capitalism and their variations of
skyscraping, gating, and displays of novelty. Through a global, historical lens,
and with a thematic range extending from the mutations of modernist architecture
to the contemporary return of urban revolutions, Therborn questions received
assumptions about the source, manifestations, and reach of urban power,
combining perspectives on politics, sociology, urban planning, architecture, and
urban iconography. He argues that, at a time when they seem to be moving
apart, there is a strong link between the city and the nation-state, and that the
current globalization of cities is largely driven by the global aspirations of
politicians as well as those of national and local capital. With its unique
systematic overview, from Washington, D.C. and revolutionary Paris to the
flamboyant twenty- first-century capital Astana in Kazakhstan, its wealth of urban
observations from all the populated continents, and its sharp and multi-faceted
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analyses, Cities of Power forces us to rethink our urban future, as well as our
historically shaped present.
The exhibition aims to allow visitors to avail themselves of a selection of
masterpieces from some of the world's leading museums to compare and
contrast the artistic careers of two of the greatest luminaries of the Italian
Renaissance -- Antonio Allegri known as Correggio (1489-1534) and Francesco
Mazzola known as Parmigianino (1503-40). The formidable talent of these two
artists alone placed the city of Parma in the early 16th century on an equal
footing with the peninsula's other great art capitals, Rome, Florence and Venice.
Correggio only travelled to Parma when he was already at the height of his
career, in the late 1510s, but he was to remain in the city for the rest of his life.
Some twenty of his paintings, covering his entire career, have been selected to
underscore the extraordinary emotive force and expressive range that the artist
put not only into his religious works but also into his mythological paintings, which
were to have such a huge impact on later artists, ranging from the Carracci
brothers to Watteau and even to Picasso. The exhibition 'Correggio e
Parmigianino. Arte a Parma nel Ciquecento' ('Correggio and Parmigianino. Art in
Parma during the 16th century') hosts such unquestioned masterpieces as the
Barrymore Madonna from the National Gallery of Art in Washington, the Portrait
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of a Lady from the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, the Martyrdom of
Four Saints from the Galleria Nazionale in Parma, the Noli Me Tangere from the
Museo del Prado in Madrid, the School of Love from the National Gallery in
London and the Danaë from Rome's Galleria Borghese. Exhibition: Scuderie del
Quirinale, Rome, Italy (12.03.-26.06.2016).
100.904
Ginsborg, a noted historian of contemporary Italy, here explains why Silvio
Berlusconi should be taken seriously. This book combines historical narrative
with careful analysis of Berlusconi's political development.
It's 1941, and Captain Alexander M. Riley and his crew of deep-sea treasure
hunters believe they're setting off on yet another adventure--to find a mysterious
artifact off the coast of Morocco for an enigmatic millionaire with questionable
motives. Part-time smugglers, world travelers, and expats who have fought
causes both valiant and doomed, Riley and his crew soon find themselves in the
crosshairs of a deal much more dangerous than the one they bargained for. From
Spain to Morocco to an Atlantic crossing that leads to Washington, DC, Captain
Riley must sail his ship, the Pingarrón, straight through the eye of a ruthless
squall and into a conspiracy that goes by the name Operation Apokalypse--a
storm that only he and his crew can navigate.
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“A gorgeous edition” (Boston Globe) of Thoreau’s classic work, enhanced with
an illuminating essay and beautiful watercolors. Originally delivered as a lecture
shortly before the writer’s own death, Henry David Thoreau’s classic “Autumnal
Tints” is an ode to autumn not as the season of death and decay, but of
ripeness, fullness, and maturity. It is perhaps the best piece ever written on the
subject of the fall color of the changing leaves. Thoreau hoped one day to turn it
into an illustrated book called “October, or Autumnal Tints.” Thoreau’s astute
meditations are framed by a biographical essay by acclaimed scholar Robert D.
Richardson that delves into the events and relationships influencing Thoreau’s
philosophy. Sensuous watercolors by Lincoln Perry bring to life the fall colors
described so ecstatically by Thoreau, allowing longtime Thoreau fans and leafpeepers alike to feel as though they are walking among the falling leaves
alongside one of our best observers of the natural world.
Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award winner Annie Proulx's That Old Ace in
the Hole is told through the eyes of Bob Dollar, a young Denver man tryingto
make good in a bad world. Dollar is out of college but aimless, when he takes a
job with Global Pork Rind -- his task to locate big spreads of land in the Texas
and Oklahoma panahandles that can be purchased by the corporation and
converted to hog farms. Dollar finds himself in a Texas town called Woolybucket,
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whose idiosyncratic inhabitants have ridden out all manner of seismic shifts in
panhandle country. These are tough men and women who witnessed first hand
tornadoes, dust storms, and the demise of the great cattle ranches. Now it's feed
lots, hog farms, and ever-expanding drylands. Dollar settles into LaVon Fronk's
old bunkhouse for fifty dollars a month, helps out at Cy Frease's Old Dog Café,
targets Ace and Tater Crouch's ranch for Global Pork, and learns the hard way
how vigorously the old owners will hold on to their land, even though their
children want no part of it. Robust, often bawdy, strikingly original and intimate,
The Old Ace in the Hole tracks the vast waves of change that have shaped the
American landscape and the character over the past century. In Bob Dollar,
Proulx has created one of the most irresistible characters in contemporary fiction.
What is it in the operatic Italian psyche that allows-indeed, forgives, even
applauds-Italy’s premier for conducting a lifestyle as decadent as a Fellini
extravaganza, while organizing an ongoing string of questionable behaviors and
politically incorrect gaffes not seen since the days of Nero? All this, and yet Mr.
Berlusconi remains completely “understood” by so many of his countrymensome of whom keep coming back for more! Best-selling writer Beppe Severgnini,
who by explaining America to Italians humorously immortalized American
behavior in his book Ciao, America!, now trains his sights on his own
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countrymen. Through witty yet substantive anecdotes touching on Italy’s current
political and economic climate, Severgnini decodes the Italian premier’s style
and appeal, exploring his rise to power and creating a compulsively readable
portrait of Italy today.
(Book). "Fo emulates the jesters of the Middle Ages in scourging authority and
upholding the dignity of the downtrodden." Nobel Prize Committee Greed and
corruption are Fo's irreverent subjects for this satirical Fellini-esque provocation. Fo
convenes courtiers, popes, cardinals, generals, peasants and one man who despite his
own earthly appetites and desires becomes a saint. This is a novel to spark the
imagination, challenge the conscience, and delight the soul. "Imagine" wrote The New
York Times about Fo, "a cross between Bertolt Brecht and Lenny Bruce, and you may
begin to have an idea of the scope of Fo's anarchic wit."
Every day, Internet users interact with technologies designed to undermine their
privacy. Social media apps, surveillance technologies, and the Internet of Things are all
built in ways that make it hard to guard personal information. And the law says this is
okay because it is up to users to protect themselves—even when the odds are
deliberately stacked against them. In Privacy’s Blueprint, Woodrow Hartzog pushes
back against this state of affairs, arguing that the law should require software and
hardware makers to respect privacy in the design of their products. Current legal
doctrine treats technology as though it were value-neutral: only the user decides
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whether it functions for good or ill. But this is not so. As Hartzog explains, popular digital
tools are designed to expose people and manipulate users into disclosing personal
information. Against the often self-serving optimism of Silicon Valley and the inertia of
tech evangelism, Hartzog contends that privacy gains will come from better rules for
products, not users. The current model of regulating use fosters exploitation. Privacy’s
Blueprint aims to correct this by developing the theoretical underpinnings of a new kind
of privacy law responsive to the way people actually perceive and use digital
technologies. The law can demand encryption. It can prohibit malicious interfaces that
deceive users and leave them vulnerable. It can require safeguards against abuses of
biometric surveillance. It can, in short, make the technology itself worthy of our trust.
The 1980s and early 1990s have seen a marked increase in public interest in our
historic environment. The museum and heritage industry has expanded as the past is
exploited for commercial profit. In The Representation of the Past, Kevin Walsh
examines this international trend and questions the packaging of history which serves
only to distance people from their own heritage. A superficial, unquestioning portrayal of
the past, he feels, separates us from an understanding of our cultural and political
present. Here, Walsh suggests a number of ways in which the museum can fulfill its
potential - by facilitating our comprehension of cultural identity.
Reveals the potential weight-loss and health benefits of a high-fiber diet through a
twenty-eight-day program for increasing fiber intake and over two hundred recipes.
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